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Abstract
In this paper, I argue that instead of primarily paying attention to the nature of implicit
attitudes that are taken to cause implicit discrimination, we should investigate how
discrimination canbe implicit in itself. I propose to characterize implicit discrimination
as unintentional discrimination: the person responds to facts unintentionally and often
unconsciously which are, given their end, irrelevant and imply unfair treatment. The
result is a unified account of implicit bias that allows for the different ways in which
it can display itself and can be explained. Furthermore, the view can account for the
central characteristics of implicit bias: (1) that it is, for a variety of reasons, difficult to
control, (2) that we are not necessarily unconscious of implicit bias but not properly
conscious either, and (3) thatwe can unintentionally discriminate regardless ofwhether
we claim to care about fairness.

Keywords Implicit bias · Implicit attitude · Acting under a description ·
Automaticity · Intentional action · Discrimination

1 Introduction

The fact that agents sometimes treat persons unfairly or unfavorably on the basis of their
gender, skin color, or other characteristics that imply membership of a certain social
groupwhile at the same timemaintaining they are objective has worried and fascinated
many psychologists and philosophers (e.g., Beeghly & Madva, 2020; Brownstein &
Saul, 2016; Gawronski & De Houwer, 2014; Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Greenwald
et al., 1998; Holroyd, 2012; Mandelbaum, 2016; Toribio, 2018). One main aim of
many scholars has been to explain the occurrence of such cases of implicit bias.
Apparently, we cannot make sense of what we do and decide merely in terms of
explicit attitudes; we must have implicit attitudes as well. In this picture, the crucial
question is how these implicit attitudes can best be characterized. Are they, to give
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some examples, associations (e.g., Holroyd, 2012), unconscious beliefs (Mandelbaum,
2016), or perhaps repressed attitudes (Krickel, 2018)?

As a result of this focus on psychological explanations, less attention has been paid
to the phenomenon implicit attitudes are supposed to explain: implicit bias, or implicit
discrimination—the things people do, decide, feel, and think that are discriminatory
but, in some sense, not explicit. This is noteworthy, because psychological experiments
and even implicit measures like the IAT do no directly target or measure implicit
attitudes. These studies and measures are concerned with behavior: that participants
tend to choose the male candidate for traditionally masculine jobs while maintaining
they are objective (e.g., Uhlmann & Cohen, 2005), tend to sit further away from black
compared to white people (e.g., Dovodio et al., 2002), ‘shoot’ black men even when
they are holding an innocuous object (see, e.g., Payne & Correll, 2020), or respond
faster when white faces and positive words share a key (Greenwald et al., 1998).
On the basis of the finding that participants respond to certain features of the people
they are concerned with, for example their gender or skin color, implicit attitudes are
ascribed to the participants (see also Gawronski, 2019, p. 575). But if that is the line
of reasoning, we should first have a clear picture of the phenomenon we are trying to
explain. On what ground do we ascribe these implicit attitudes to agents? Moreover,
it should be clear that they cannot be that which characterizes the behavior as implicit
and discriminatory; that would amount to circular reasoning.

What is more, should we even assume that one kind of psychological state can
explain all these cases? Indeed, research with the IAT, but also the aforementioned
discussion about what implicit attitudes exactly are, suggests that the behavior we
are interested in does not have one unique kind of psychological explanation (e.g.,
Brownstein et al., 2020; Byrd, 2019; De Houwer, 2019, p. 836; Holroyd & Sweetman,
2016; Huebner, 2016; Ito et al., 2015; Klauer et al., 2010; McFarland & Crouch,
2002; Meissner & Rothermund, 2015; Nosek et al., 2007, p. 267; Payne et al., 2017,
p. 235; Toribio, 2018). The upshot is, again, that we should be paying attention to the
nature of the peculiar behavior we are trying to explain. In what sense is the kind of
discrimination research on implicit bias targets different from explicit discrimination?

That brings me to the aims of this paper: (1) develop a notion of implicit bias as
unintentional discrimination, (2) show its advantages over other proposals, and (3)
argue that the account captures the central characteristics of implicit bias. The paper is
structured as follows. In Sect. 2, I develop my account of implicit bias as unintentional
discrimination. I argue that in these cases, the behavior, broadly understood, is discrim-
inatory, but the agent does not act intentionally under that description.More concretely,
it implies responding to facts unintentionally and often unconsciously which are, given
the end, irrelevant and imply unfair treatment. I support my proposal by pointing out
that it allows for the variety of explanations of implicit bias that have been discussed
in the literature, and can also account for an often overlooked type of implicit bias:
cases in which the person is ignorant of what discrimination is. In Sect. 3, I compare
the account to other proposals that focus on the nature of the discrimination itself,
and point out the advantages of my proposal. In Sect. 4, I make clear that the view
can account for the central characteristics of implicit bias: (1) that it is, for a variety
of reasons, difficult to control, (2) that we are not necessarily unconscious of implicit
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bias but not properly conscious either, and (3) that we can implicitly discriminate
regardless of whether we claim to care about fairness. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Implicit bias as unintentional discrimination

I am not the first to claim that implicit discrimination has to do with an absence of
intention (see, e.g., Brownstein et al., 2020; De Houwer, 2019; Dasgupta, 2013; Payne
et al., 2017; Toribio, 2021;Welpinghus, 2020). These scholars have not developed this
proposal in much detail, however. In this section, I fill this gap.

In order to develop my account, two aspects of the nature of intentional action
need to be set out first. One crucial issue is that intentional action, like implicit bias,
is often understood in terms of its psychological causes. According to the dominant
causal theory of action, actions are those behaviors that are caused, in the right, way,
by (combinations of) psychological states like belief-desire pairs or intentions (see,
e.g., Davidson, 1963). One of the persistent problems with this view is deviant causal
chains: sometimes our behavior is caused by an intention, but it still does not count
as an intentional action (see Asma, 2023 for a more detailed discussion). Davidson
(1973, p. 79) gives the following example: a climber may want to rid himself of the
weight of another climber, and know that by loosening his hold on the rope he could
do so. But this belief and want unnerve him so that he loosens the hold accidentally. So
far, no solution to this problem has received general support (e.g., Mayr, 2011, p. 128;
Schlosser, 2007, p. 191; Steward, 2012, pp. 57–58). In fact, it could be argued that the
causal history is taken to be right or deviant, depending on whether the result is taken
to be an intentional action or an accident (see, Asma, 2023). To use the example of the
climber: letting go of the rope is an accident or an action in itself , and on the basis of
that the causal chain, for example the nervousness, is taken to be deviant or not. And
if that is the case, we should pay attention to the intentional action itself.

One valuable source for understanding the nature of intentional action is G. E. M.
Anscombe’s (1963)work on intentional action. She argues that intentional actions have
an inherent means-end structure: we do one thing, for example cutting at onion, to do
something else, for example cooking spaghetti, at the same time. This view emphasizes
that in order to reach our end successfully, spaghetti for dinner for example, we need
to identify the relevant facts in the environment and respond to these facts correctly
(see Ford, 2016). If we fail to recognize and respond to the facts correctly, for example
mistake an apple for an onion, we will not reach our end successfully. Importantly,
a defender of the causal theory of action does not need to deny this. They can, and
probably do, also maintain that actions are directed at ends, and that agents have to
respond to the facts in the environment in order to reach these ends. A difference
with Anscombean action theory is that the means-end structure plays a less prominent
role in their account of intentional action. For the purposes of this paper, however,
how intentional actions can best be characterized and whether they are produced by
practical knowledge, as Anscombe maintains, is not of crucial importance. What is
important, is that intentional actions have this means-end structure.1

1 Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pushing me on this point.
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A second preliminary point to make is that in the philosophy of action, it is widely
accepted that we act intentionally under certain descriptions, but not under others (e.g.,
Anscombe, 1963; Davidson, 1963, see also Gawronski et al., 2022b, p. 224). To give
an example: I could be sitting in the park explaining to a friend what the paper I am
writing is about, while at the same time scaring off birds by speaking loudly, alerting a
burglar that I am not home, flattening the grass, burning five calories, and speaking for
fourminutes and 25 seconds. Only under this first description am I acting intentionally,
but at the same time I do the other things unintentionally as well. I do not intend to do
them, but they happen in virtue of and while I am performing a different intentional
action. Typically, these descriptions depend on the larger context in which the person
acts—scaring off birds or alerting the burglar –, or specific bodily processes—burning
five calories or speaking for four minutes and 25 seconds.

Once we recognize that implicit discrimination is the problem we need to make
sense of and explain, it is clear that the nature of discrimination should be the starting
point for our analysis. The question is, first and foremost, whether the description
‘discrimination’ applies to what the agent is doing, saying, feeling, or thinking. And
just like whether or not I intended to or recognized that I was scaring off the birds,
whether an agent intends to or recognizes their behavior as discriminatory is not rele-
vant for whether the description applies. Scaring off birds involves the birds flying or
running away in response to something I did. Similarly, discrimination, the harmful
kind that scholars working on implicit bias worry about, involves the unfair or unfa-
vorable treatment of a person in virtue of their membership of a certain social group.
Discrimination has a certain character, just like scaring off birds has a certain character.
Accordingly, we can behave, decide, think, or feel under the description ‘discrimina-
tion’, independently of whether we acted intentionally under that description. It is
not up to me whether what I do or say counts as unfair or unfavorable treatment; our
shared understanding of the nature of discrimination forms the starting point.

This brings me back to the first point, the means-end structure of intentional action.
Often, discrimination has a structure that is similar to intentional action: it involves
a relationship between a fact about a person and the end of the action, or, at least,
a fact about a person and a certain response. The end or response are crucial for
whether it counts as discrimination. After all, not discriminating—treating a person
fairly—is not the same as being blind to facts that imply a person’s membership of
a certain social group. Sometimes responding to facts that imply membership of a
certain social group does not amount to discrimination, but is the fair and right thing
to do. Whether a person coming from the other side on the sidewalk is in a wheelchair,
for example, is relevant for whether I step off the sidewalk. In order to treat the person
fairly, this fact about the person should be taken into account. Similarly, sometimes
taking into account pregnancy, nationality, or religious beliefs does not amount to
discrimination, but rather to fair treatment.

In cases of discrimination—again, the unfair kind—something is going wrong:
agents use facts that they should not be using in light of their end. For example, when
selecting a candidate for a job, in most cases, using gender amounts to unfair treatment
and, therefore, discrimination. Similarly, deciding whether to shoot a person on the
basis of their skin color is unfair and racist. This does not depend on the perspective of
the person making the decision or, in an experiment, on the researcher’s perspective,
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i.e., whether they find it desirable to use these social facts. The point is that from
the perspective of unfair and unfavorable treatment, using these facts for this end is
discrimination. In order to not discriminate, candidates should be selected because
they have the right skills and knowledge, and shooting a person is justified when they
pose immanent threat, for example when they threaten to use a gun.2 That means that
often, discrimination takes place within an intentional action: the agent has an end, but
responds to a fact that they should not be responding to. In relation to the characteristics
of intentional action I put forth, this implies that discrimination is typically wrong in
two ways: (1) it involves the unfair or unfavorable treatment of a person in virtue of
their membership of a certain social group, and (2) it hampers you from reaching your
end, e.g., selecting the best candidate for the job or shooting truly dangerous people,
because you are responding to facts that are irrelevant given your end.

Unintentional discrimination, then, involves unintentionally responding to facts
that, in light of your end, amounts to treating a person unfairly or unfavorably in virtue
of their membership of a certain social group. In the shooter task for example (see,
e.g., Payne & Correll, 2020), the task or end of the participants was to shoot people
that pose immanent threat, i.e., the ones holding a weapon. The findings show that
people responded to a fact that amounted to unfair treatment: the skin color of the
persons. Since the findings suggest that they did not intentionally respond to the skin
color of the black men, the conclusion is that they discriminated unintentionally.

A similar interpretation applies to Uhlmann and Cohen’s (2005) experiment. In
this study, participants had to choose between two candidates for a job as police chief.
Either they had to choose betweenMichellewhowasmore streetwise andMichaelwho
was formally educated, or they had to choose between a formally educated Michelle
and a streetwise Michael. That is, their end was to select the best police chief, and the
facts they could use were the credential and gender of the candidates. Deciding on the
basis of gender would amount to discrimination, while choosing on the basis of the
credential would amount to a fair decision—this information is relevant in light of the
end, and deciding as such would not, at least not obviously, imply unfair treatment in
virtue of membership of a certain social group.

The findings show that a substantial amount of the participants did take into account
gender in their decision. The study also suggests that they did so unintentionally. Of
course, they must have been conscious of selecting Michael and, with that, selecting
the male candidate. But selecting the male candidate does not necessarily amount to
unfair treatment; sometimes the male candidate simply is the best choice, given his
credentials. The reason why it is discrimination is not that they selected Michael, but
that they selected Michael because he is male. The problem is that they, given their
end, responded to this fact. Since the participants did maintain that they made an
objective decision, it is likely that mistakenly took themselves to be responding to the

2 This can be connected to Payne and Correll’s (2020, p. 4) definition of bias, which they take to be a
shift in the decision rule that guides an individual’s behavior. They use the example of a traffic officer
who is monitoring a stretch of highway where the speed limit is 65mph, but who stops black drivers that
exceed 70mph, and white drivers when they exceed 80mph. Whether the facts are relevant is implicit in
their definition: skin color should not change the decision, while speed should, and that is why the police
officer is biased if skin color does change the decision. I do think their definition is limited because they
do not state this explicitly; sometimes decision rules should change, for example when someone driving
70mph has no lights on.
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credential, not to gender.3 I say more about how this is possible later in this section.
Interestingly, these reflections suggest that unintentional action not only depends on
the larger context in which the person acts or on specific bodily processes, as we saw
before. It can also depend on mistakenly responding to certain facts while performing
an intentional action. Similarly, if my end is to cycle to friends but I take the route to
work instead, I am unintentionally cycling towards the university.4

Even though we can be conscious of our unintentional actions, e.g., I could be
messing up the kitchen unintentionally while making soup but still be conscious of
doing so, the participants in the aforementioned studies do not seem to be conscious of
making a sexist or racist decision either. This is in line with Gawronski et al.’s (2006)
proposal that even though findings show that we are conscious of our implicit attitudes
(or can become conscious of them), we may not be conscious of how these attitudes
impact our judgments, decisions, or (un)intentional actions.

An important question is how this is possible. How can we unintentionally, and
unconsciously, be responding to facts that would make what we do an example of
discrimination? One possible approach would be, in line with the picture of implicit
bias that I set out in the introduction, to ascribe a certain implicit psychological state
to these agents. From that perspective, this proposal makes room for the possibility
that several psychological states and processes can contribute to unintentional and
unconscious discrimination in a variety of ways. Crucially, however, not only psy-
chological processes or mechanisms may contribute to unintentional and unconscious
discrimination. My proposal opens up the possibility that other factors may play a
role as well, for example how relevant and irrelevant facts are presented, the extent to
which they are related, or our failure to understand the nature of discrimination. After
all, the proposal entails that the starting point is not our psychology, but unfair treat-
ment. And since whether something counts as unfair treatment, i.e., discrimination, is
independent of a certain psychological cause, a variety of explanations are possible.5

Firstly, it could be the case that we respond habitually or automatically to social
facts (see, e.g., De Houwer, 2019; Toribio, 2021). We encounter persons of a cer-
tain ethnicity, gender, nationality, or sexual orientation for example, and we simply
find ourselves experiencing fear, disappointment, or even disgust, or make assump-
tions about their personality, the kind of life they lead, the job they have, etcetera.
This explanation probably applies to the shooter task and the IAT, but also to micro-
aggressions.We do not typically choose to smile less or hesitatemorewhenwe interact
with people from a certain social group, or tense up when members of a certain social
group enter the elevator. Even though these automatic discriminatory responses do

3 For the purposes of this paper, I assume that they are not lying. And even if it would turn out they
are, or sometimes agents in such situations are, this is still a useful account of how discrimination can be
unintentional.
4 Thanks to Anna Moltchanova and an anonymous reviewer for pushing me on these points.
5 A reviewer for this journal pointed out that this proposal may not help to advance the science or offer
pathways forward for dealing with the complexities of discriminatory behavior. Even though I agree that
the account suggests that there is no easy fix or one unifying explanation, I think the proposal, by explicitly
distinguishing between the nature and explanation of unintentional discrimination, directs our attention
to alternative explanations and novel directions of research. For example, as I point out later, we could
investigate the role of misattribution or examine how people from different backgrounds conceptualize
discrimination or unfair treatment.
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not take place within an intentional action, they are also examples of unintentional
discrimination and can therefore be integrated in this account. What is more, even
here the relationship between facts and response is crucial. Some facts justify smiling
less or tensing up; skin color, however, is not one of them. What is more, the focus on
discrimination as a description of behaviors, broadly understood, makes clear that a
person could be understanding their response under a different description. A woman
experiencing fear when she sees a black man entering the elevator may think she is
responding to the fact that he is a man, even though she is responding to his skin color,
i.e., she would have responded differently if he were Asian or white. She does not
interpret her response as discrimination, even though it is. Importantly, even though
we could, in line with the widely accepted picture of implicit bias that I discussed
in the introduction, ascribe an implicit psychological state to explain these automatic
responses, that does not have to be the only or full story. Our automatic or habitual
discriminatory response may also be the result of embodied habits, for example (see,
e.g., Leboeuf, 2020; Ngo, 2016).

Secondly, the problem could be that we are not fully conscious of the facts we
are responding to, because of which we run a higher risk of using the wrong facts
(or the facts wrongly) in light of our end. Not being conscious of the facts we are
responding to and not realizing what effect this information has on how we respond
is quite common, however. Arruda and Povinelli (2018) explain this nicely when they
describe a berry picker who “is sufficiently adjusted to the delicate touch that one
must take with each berry and the spines on the plant” so that she does not need to
consciously recognize and respond to the facts about each berry (p. 13). The crucial
difference with unintentional discrimination is that the berry picker is an expert; she
is accurately responding to the relevant facts in the service of her larger intentional
action, and, apparently, she can do so even if she does not consciously register all the
facts. In cases of unintentional discrimination, the findings suggest that many of us
do not have this kind of unconscious sensitivity. We often respond to irrelevant facts,
facts that even we think we should not be using given our end.

Thirdly, the problem could be that perception of the facts is discriminatory. For
example, participants in the shooter task could actually be perceiving aweapon instead
of an innocuous object when the object is held by a black man (see, e.g., Saul, 2013;
Siegel, 2020 for discussion). That is, we, or some of us,may perceive theworld through
a discriminatory lens, because of which we respond to the facts in such a way that it
amounts to unfair treatment.

A fourth possible explanation could be misattribution, which involves mistaking
an effect of one source for the effect of another (see, e.g., March, 2018; Payne et al.,
2005; Schachter & Singer, 1962). A classic study in this field is one by Dutton and
Aron (1974), which shows that men misattribute their arousal, that was in fact caused
by a precarious bridge, as a sign of being attracted to the woman directly across it.
Similarly, it could be the case that the participants in Uhlmann and Cohen’s (2005)
study have a positive feeling aboutMichael because of his gender, attribute this feeling
to his credential, and conclude that they chose Michael not because of his gender
but because of his credential. What is interesting about this explanation, is that the
decision-making situation has to be such that it allows for misattribution. We do
not misattribute our evaluation to a fact that is not presented at the same time and
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location or is substantially different from the source (see, e.g., March et al., 2018).
This explanation thus suggests that in order to fully understand unintentional and
unconscious discrimination,we should lookbeyondpsychological states andprocesses
(see, Asma, unpublished manuscript for further discussion).6

Finally, unintentional discrimination may also be the result of not understanding
what your decisions and actions mean at a higher or different level of description. A
person may think that it is not discriminatory to select the male candidate as police
chief regardless of the credentials he and thewomen candidate possess, simply because
most police chiefs are men. Or theymay think it is okay to ask a women colleague who
is more quiet than usual whether she has PMS, or to persistently ask the person with an
accent where they are really from. This kind of unintentional discrimination involves
responding to social facts intentionally and (probably) consciously, but implies not
recognizing your action or decision under the description of discrimination, i.e., the
unfair treatment of a person in virtue of her membership of a certain social group.
In such a case, an agent can still claim that they are not discriminating, but that is
because they do not understand what it means to treat people fairly (see, e.g., Kalis
& Ghijsen, 2022; Machery, 2016). As I pointed out before, an agent cannot simply
decide whether their behavior reflects fairness or discrimination; their behavior can
count as such even if the agent does not think of them under this description. This
depends on our shared meaning of what discrimination and fairness amount to.7

This kind of unintentional discriminationmaybe the result of blindly followexisting
social norms and structures without reflecting on their meaning (e.g., Davidson &
Kelly, 2020). We may have grown up in an environment in which it is normal to make
jokes about certain social groups or asking women and not men how they plan to
combine work and family. Only later we may realize that the norms, practices, and
structures in our society are discriminatory, and that we have been acting in line with
them without realizing that they are not as innocent as we thought. Understanding
implicit bias as unintentional discrimination, then, has the additional advantage of

6 Even though a full comparison to Gaertner and Dovidio’s (e.g., 2005) account of aversive racism goes
beyond the scope of this paper, it should be noted that they also strongly emphasize role of contextual
factors: “Discrimination will tend to occur in situations in which normative structure is weak, when the
guidelines for appropriate behavior are vague, or when the basis for social judgment is ambiguous. In
addition, discrimination will occur when an aversive racist can justify or rationalize a negative response on
the basis of some factor other than race” (p. 620). It will be interesting to compare this interpretation to a
proposal in which misattribution plays a central role. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for attending me
to this model.
7 I should point out that I do not think that fairness and discrimination have undisputed descriptions that
are set in stone. Even though there are clear core cases, some cases are a topic of discussion. This (again)
illuminates that ascribing implicit attitudes to agents is not as straightforward as sometimes seems to be
suggested in the literature on implicit bias. Thanks to Annemarie Kalis for addressing this. Payne et al.
(2017) make an interesting related point about ascribing implicit attitudes: “Suppose, for example, that a
research participant is aware that she has stereotypical thoughts passing through her mind but does not
think that means that she dislikes the group in question. The researcher, meanwhile, thinks that the presence
of stereotypical thoughts does indicate prejudice. If that participant displays bias on an implicit test but
reports low levels of prejudice on an explicit questionnaire, the stage is set for ‘introspectively unidentified
(or inaccurately identified) traces of past experience’ that could constitute unconsciousness (Greenwald &
Banaji, 1995). However, we are in no position to know whether the inaccurate identification is on the part
of the participant or the researcher. Distilling the ‘real meaning’ of concept accessibility requires an act of
interpretation—by both the participant and the researcher—and sometimes they will disagree.” (p. 243).
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bridging the gap between implicit bias as it is studied by psychologists, and structural
explanations of discrimination (see, e.g., Haslanger, 2015; Lauer, 2019).

In fact, my proposal can be seen as an addition to recent views that aim to move
beyond the dichotomy between individual and structural explanations of injustice, or
at least soften the distinction between the two (e.g., Ayala-López & Beeghly, 2020;
Davidson & Kelly, 2020; Madva, 2016; Soon, 2019; Zheng, 2018). These scholars try
to find a middle ground between the view that we should mainly focus on individual
minds in combatting injustice, and the view that the causes of injustice are unjust social
structures, and “biased minds are merely symptomatic of a deeper problem” (Soon,
2019, p. 1858). Roughly, these scholars maintain “that there are continuous feedback
loops ofmutual influence between individuals and structures,minds and socialworlds”
(Davidson & Kelly, 2020, p. 193). My account of unintentional discrimination shows
that social structures and individual psychologies not only interact, but that theworld in
which we act can determine the unintentional meaning certain actions have. Selecting
the only male candidate as CEO has a different meaning in a world where eighty
percent of CEOs are men compared to a world in which fifty percent is, and cancelling
a bus line that is mostly used by minorities that go to work has a different meaning
than cancelling one that is used by students going to the beach. I would argue, then,
that social structures and individual minds are not only deeply intertwined and both
causally contribute to injustice, but that whether we even have a case of unintentional
discrimination can be, at least partly, constituted by the context in which the agent
acts.

An important implication is that unintentional discrimination does not have to be
caused by an implicit psychological state with the same content; it may as well be
the result of a lack of understanding of the nature of discrimination. In order to be
egalitarian, especially in a society in which sexist and racist practices and structures
exist and persist, we have to work to overcome unintentional discrimination (see,
e.g., Huebner, 2016). It also implies that I cannot simply study my conscious and
unconscious mind, and conclude that I treat people fairly if I do not encounter biased
attitudes. In order to avoid discrimination, we have to realize that the meaning of our
actions goes beyond our intentions and unconscious influences. Treating people fairly
is not a trait we just have and we are done with at some point; we have to reflect on
how we act, behave, feel, and think, what the wider meaning of our behavior is, and
which institutionalized patterns and norms need to be intervened on (see Lauer, 2019).

My proposal to understand implicit bias as unintentional discrimination, then,
implies casting a wider net.We should not merely focus on the unintentional responses
that are measured by means of the IAT or the shooter task for example, responses of
which participants even turn out to be conscious or are able to become conscious of
(see, e.g., Gawronski et al., 2006; Payne & Correll, 2020; see also Reis-Dennis &
Yao, 2021), but also pay attention to unintentional and unconscious discrimination
that takes place within or that are implied in actions that are conscious and intentional
under a different description.

Critics may think this is a step too far, for two reasons. First of all, they may
think that we end up ascribing unintentional discrimination to actions and decisions
of agents that has nothing to do with their individual psychologies and that they may
not, or hardly, have any control over. I think, however, that it would not be bad to move
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away from identifying an individual as having a certain characteristic, i.e., as having
an implicit attitude or being implicitly biased. My suggestion is that implicit bias is
first and foremost a characteristic of behavior, decisions, thoughts, feelings, and also
of norms and practices, and that agents that are actually committed to fairness can
have blind spots.

Secondly, critics may think that taking the aforementioned cases to be examples of
unintentional discrimination is unacceptable. That would mean that people can simply
fail to recognize their actions as discrimination, and claim that they are responding
to the relevant facts, because in their view gender and skin color are relevant. I do
not see this as a problem for the view, however. The main reason is that my aim, in
line with much of the literature on implicit bias, is to explain how discrimination can
persist even if people take themselves to be objective. From that perspective, this type
of ignorance is of crucial importance.What is more, I do not mean to imply that people
are off the hook. They are still discriminating, and the extent to which they are excused
would depend on the specific circumstances of the case.

An interesting question is whether any conscious and intentional discrimination
remains. After all, given what I said before it is likely that someone who treats a person
differently on the basis of their skin color, gender, body weight, or age for example
may think, for whatever reason, that this amounts to fair treatment. My account does
not exclude the possibility that people can discriminate explicitly, however. A person
may know, for example, that rejecting someone on the basis of skin color or gender
is discrimination, but decide to choose the white male anyway because they do not
want their work environment to change. They know that they should not be using this
information, but yet they do, because for them another end prevails over the end of
preventing discrimination or even choosing the best candidate for the job. It definitely
is an upshot of the account, however, that many more cases of discrimination may in
some sense be unintentional and unconscious. People may think that their action or
decision is justified, while in fact it amounts to unfair treatment. In my view, this is a
valuable insight, and may help us understand how conflicts in this area occur, i.e., how
people may have completely opposed perspectives on the nature of certain actions and
decisions. It also emphasizes that preventing discrimination and the harms associated
with it is a matter of learning what discrimination and fairness amount to. We often do
not simply know what the right thing to do is. In that sense, in line with what I argued
before, unconscious and unintentional discrimination comes in many forms. There is
an important difference between not realizing that you are taking into account gender
or skin color in your decision, and not realizing that taking into account gender or skin
color, in light of your specific end, is an act of discrimination. Also, in certain cases,
we may have to reject a person’s claim to ignorance. Just like claiming that poisoning
someone is not (attempted) murder, claiming that considering skin color while hiring
a candidate is not discrimination simply doesn’t make sense.8

8 Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pushing me on this point.
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3 Comparison to other proposals

Other scholars have recently also argued that in order to understand implicit bias,
we should focus on what agents actually do (broadly understood) instead of merely
analyzing a hidden psychological state that may be causally responsible for it (De
Houwer, 2019; Gawronski et al., 2022a; Toribio, 2021, see also Baston & Vosgerau,
2016; Machery, 2016; Payne et al., 2017). In this section, I compare my account to
these other proposals, and argue that my account has advantages over the others.

3.1 Implicit discrimination as habitual action

The first proposal I will discuss is Toribio’s (2021). Toribio argues that “the discrim-
inatory behavior triggered by implicit biases is best understood as a type of habitual
action—as a harmful, yet deeply entrenched, passively acquired, and socially relevant
type of habit” (p. 2).9 Implicit discrimination or, in her words, habitual behavior that
results from implicit attitudes, is “unintentional relative to at least one of its features,
and it is, to some degree and relative to some standard, goal-independent, uncontrolled,
autonomous, purely stimulus driven, unconscious, efficient, and fast” (p. 6).

Even though habitual behavior may capture an important sense in which implicit
discrimination manifests itself, as a characterization of implicit bias it is incomplete,
since it does not account for implicit discrimination in considered decisions, like in
Uhlmann andCohen’s (2005) study. Selecting a candidate as police chief is not habitual
behavior we just happen to perform; it is not an uncontrolled, autonomous, purely
stimulus driven, unconscious, efficient, or fast response. These participants made a
conscious choice, and could take their time to do so. Research shows that these types
of considered, and yet implicitly discriminating, decisions are common (see, e.g.,
Antony, 2016; Gawronski et al., 2022b, p. 227; Welpinghus, 2020), and therefore a
full account of implicit bias should account for those as well. An understanding of
implicit discrimination as unintentional includes these cases.

Secondly, in certain situations, implicit discrimination seems to be the result of
a disruption of habit. Our social interactions are to a substantial extent driven by
habitual behavior. We do not reflect on how often we look into the other person’s
eyes, the distance between ourselves and the other, or whether we smile for example.
However, if we encounter a person with a different skin color, for some people, a
person who does not regularly interact with people of color for example, the context
of the habitual action may have substantially changed, because of which her habitual
way of interacting may be suspended (see, e.g., Wood et al., 2005). Research indeed
shows that larger IAT scores predicted “greater speaking time, more smiling, more
extemporaneous social comments, fewer speech errors, and fewer speech hesitations
in interactions with theWhite (vs Black) experimenter” (McConnell & Leibold, 2001,
p. 439). Especially the speech errors and hesitations suggest that the interaction with
the white experimenter is habitual, while the interaction with the black experimenter
is not. Seemingly, the fact that the person the participants were interacting with was

9 Leboeuf (2020) and Ngo (2016) also emphasize the role of racist habits in (implicitly) biased behavior.
Since their goal is not to give an (exhaustive) account of implicit bias, I will not discuss their accounts here.
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of color disrupted rather than activated their habitual way of interacting (see Leboeuf,
2020, pp. 46–47). Even though habits may be one explanation of why unintentional
discrimination occurs and persists, then, it does not capture all kinds of implicit bias.

3.2 Implicit discrimination as automatic discrimination

Another proposal on how to make sense of implicit discrimination has recently been
developed by De Houwer (2019; De Houwer & Boddez, 2022). De Houwer (2019)
argues that implicit bias “is seen as behavior that is automatically influenced by cues
indicative of the social group to which others belong” (p. 1), and that “[t]he influence
of these social cues can be labeled as implicit when it occurs quickly, effortlessly,
unintentionally, unconsciously, or in a way that is difficult to control” (p. 2).

This proposal is in line with the view of automaticity De Houwer has developed
with Moors (2006). In this influential paper, they argue that automaticity should be
seen as an umbrella term: neither of the aforementioned features is necessary for a
process to count as automatic. Discriminatory behavior, then, would be implicit if it is
automatic in (at least) one of these ways. Relatedly, in more recent work, De Houwer
and Boddez (2022) argue that implicit discrimination can involve several automaticity
features, that all refer to different ways in which conditions for cognitive processing
are suboptimal, for example a lack of awareness or motivation, or deciding under time
pressure.

One advantage of this proposal is that it does not explain implicit discrimination
in terms of one underlying psychological state, and therefore allows for different
(psychological) states, processes, or circumstances to do the explanatory work. In
line with that, it emphasizes that the problem of implicit discrimination is, in first
instance, about how people respond to the facts in the environment. I do not think,
however, that the proposal paints a full picture, because the central focus is on the
causal history of the behavior. Automatic influences, however, could be and often are
part of a well-executed and conscious intentional action. Think of cycling to work or
making breakfast; these are full-blown intentional actions, even though we respond
to the facts largely automatically (e.g., Arruda & Povinelli, 2018). Similarly, I could
quickly and effortlessly, using minimal attentional capacity (Moors & De Houwer,
2006, p. 298), step off the sidewalk to make room for a person in a wheelchair, but
still do so intentionally and consciously. Or, the participants in Uhlmann and Cohen’s
(2005) study could, as a result of the name Michelle, have a bad feeling about this
candidate, consciously decide that men simply are better suited to be police chiefs
than women, and intentionally and consciously choose the male candidate because of
his gender. Automatic processes played a role, but the action itself is intentional and
conscious.An advantage of understanding implicit bias as unintentional discrimination
is that it specifically captures the peculiar nature of the behavior itself. From that
perspective, De Houwer’s (2019) proposal does contribute to developing important
insights on how we can respond to irrelevant facts unintentionally and unconsciously,
but as a characterization of implicit discrimination it would be incomplete: not only is
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our response to the facts automatic, unintentional discrimination is unintentional and
often unconscious in itself as well.10

Secondly, De Houwer and Boddez (2022) make a connection between implicitness
and automaticity on the hand, and suboptimal conditions on the other. Implicit discrim-
ination is biased behavior under suboptimal conditions. On first sight, it makes perfect
sense to think of lack of motivation, lack of awareness, or time pressure as suboptimal
conditions, but why exactly are they suboptimal? They are not suboptimal in and of
themselves. After all, we can think of examples where lack of awareness of certain
aspects of the action is optimal, think of running down the stairs or driving a car. That
suggests that the conditions are suboptimal because they lead to discriminatory, i.e.,
suboptimal, behavior. That invites a further question: why is discriminatory behav-
ior taken to be suboptimal? An obvious answer is that something has gone wrong:
the agent behaved in a way that is taken to be problematic, either by themselves, the
researcher, or in virtue of our shared meaning of discrimination as unfair treatment.
This suggests that implicit discrimination and the conditions, like lack of awareness
or time, are suboptimal because they are or lead to behaviors that are out of line with
what (we think) is the right thing to do, i.e., they are suboptimal in virtue of their
contribution to unintentional discrimination.

3.3 Implicit discrimination as unconscious discrimination

Finally, I want to compare my account to a proposal that has recently been defended
by Gawronski et al., (2022a, 2022b). They argue that implicit discrimination should be
understood as unconscious: implicit bias involves making a distinction on the basis of
skin color for example, and being unconscious of the fact that your decision or behavior
was influenced as such. Accordingly, they define implicit bias as “unconscious effects
of social category cues […] on behavioral responses” (p. 140). The unconscious effects
part is crucial. It is in line with earlier work, in which Gawronski et al. (2006) have
argued that the characteristic feature of implicit attitudes is not how they are formed
or whether we are conscious of the content, but the impact they have on what we do.
We are unconscious of the fact that a person’s gender, skin color, or sexual orientation
plays a role in our judgments, decisions, or behaviors.

As I have pointed out, responding to facts unconsciouslymay indeed be an important
explanation of how it is possible that we unintentionally and unconsciously discrimi-
nate. One problem I seewith the proposal, however, is that it implies that the absence of
discrimination is the same as being color blind (see Dovidio & Kunst, 2022; Norman
& Chen, 2022; Schmader et al., 2022). It does not consider that sometimes we should
respond to social facts; we should step off the sidewalk when someone in a wheelchair
comes from the other side, for example. A different way to put this would be that we
need to distinguish between equality and equity: sometimes we should make distinc-
tions to not treat people unfairly; think of supporting young mothers or people with

10 This line of criticism also applies to Payne et al.’s (2017) account of implicit bias, according to which
implicit attitudes are gut reactions and thoughts that merely momentarily pass through the person’s mind,
which we do not experience as arising from stable attitudes and traits (p. 241), and do not depend upon
intent (p. 240). Again, even though these biased thoughts and feelings just ‘pop up’, that does not mean that
the resulting decision is implicitly biased as well.
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certain disabilities in the workplace. Indeed, the examples Gawronski et al. (2022a)
use in the beginning of their paper are all about unfair treatment, why not explicitly
make that part of a definition of implicit discrimination?

In response to this line of criticism, Gawronski et al. (2022b) argue that the behav-
ioral response and the undesirability of the effects should be kept apart, because
whether the behavioral response has undesirable consequences depends on values
and goals. They use the example of a woman calling the police because families are
barbecuing in the park, but only when they have dark brown skin (p. 221). As Gawron-
ski et al. state, whether this is desirable or not depends whether you want to maintain
or reduce existing social hierarchies.

But whether someone has these goals or values does not matter when it comes to
whether we have a case of discrimination. Calling the police only if the people have
dark brown skin is discrimination, it is treating a person unfairly in virtue of their
membership of a certain social group. Given the end, making sure that people do not
barbecue in the park, skin color is irrelevant and taking it into account amounts to
unfair treatment. This does not depend on whether the person cares about fairness
or not. Of course, an agent could think that unfair treatment of members of certain
social groups is a good thing or not something to explicitly take into account, but that
is irrelevant for whether it counts as discrimination or not. What is more, I do not
think that discriminatory behavior receives its nature from its effects (p. 221): even if
micro-aggressions would have no substantial impact, it would still be discrimination.
It is inherently unfair.

I agree with Gawronski et al. (2022b) that whether something counts as discrimi-
nation does depend on context and history to a certain extent, but that is exactly why
the field is, and should be, interested in gender and skin color playing a role in how we
treat people. Gender and skin color are in most cases and for most decisions irrelevant,
and taking such a factor into account often implies unfair treatment. At the same time,
these facts often have played a role in how a person was treated, and these decisions
and actions in the past still have a substantial influence today. But that does not at all
imply that discrimination depends on an agent’s goals and values; it depends on our
shared understanding of fairness and discrimination.

What is more, if we, as they and others suggest (see De Houwer, 2019; Payne &
Correll, 2020), let go of the distinction between discrimination, understood as unfair
and unfavorable treatment, and discrimination in a neutral sense, shooting a person
who is threatening with a weapon is discrimination as well, and so is choosing a
candidate who has the right credentials. Every decision in which we use facts about
a person to distinguish or make a choice would count as discrimination. As a result,
we run the risk of losing track of what we were worried about in the first place.
The problem of discrimination is, essentially, that we use social facts that we, given
our ends and in relation to what it means to treat someone (un)fairly, should not be
using. Discrimination only depends on our ends in the sense that some ends imply
that responding to skin color or gender is unfair and discriminatory, while for other
goals it is justified to use these social facts—in case of gender and skin color, most
of the time it isn’t. The nature of discrimination, the unfair or unfavorable treatment
of a person in virtue of their membership of a certain social group, forms the starting
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point, and that is how it should be. Whether I care about discrimination or whether an
equal society is my goal, is irrelevant.

In relation to this, I take it to be an advantage of my proposal that it captures
that sometimes it is difficult to identify unintentional discrimination, and that we can
disagree about whether certain behavior or decisions count as such. Some cases are
very clear; we should not reject a woman for a job as police chief simply because
she is a woman or shoot a person because they are black. But sometimes things are
less straightforward. Was a person treated differently because of their gender, skin
color, or sexual orientation, or was the rejection based on relevant information? And
in which cases, given which ends, does membership of a certain social group count
as information that should be used? In real life, these are common discussions, and
we should take them seriously and try to understand why they take place. An account
that can capture this aspect of implicit discrimination seems to me to be the stronger
contender.

What is more, Gawronski et al., (2022a, p. 145 & p. 146) want to exclude cases
where people are conscious but are not able to do something about their discriminatory
behavior. They argue for this mainly to support their view that implicit bias and bias
on implicit measures are distinct, and want to avoid that the strong focus on the IAT
leaves out cases they are particularly worried about. I completely agree that the IAT
should play a less central role in our understanding of implicit bias. But why not try to
come upwith an account that captures all these cases? If we understand implicit bias as
unintentional discrimination, we can account for automatic discriminatory responses
and discrimination in considered decisions.

4 Unintentional discrimination and the characteristics of implicit bias

In the previous sections, I argued that we should understand implicit bias as unin-
tentional discrimination. I made clear how this notion makes room for a variety of
explanations, and still provides a unitary account of implicit bias under its different
guises: it includes automatic and habitual responses, but also considered decisions.
What is more, it even includes a kind of implicit bias that has often been overlooked:
unintentional discrimination that is the result of ignorance of what discrimination and
fairness amount to. In this final section, I show how my proposal accounts for some
central characteristics of implicit bias.

Firstly, my proposal shows why implicit bias is difficult to control. In many cases,
agents have a hard time preventing their behavior to be discriminatory, because they
have to respond to the facts quickly, for example in the IAT or shooter tasks, or because
they happen to experience fear and have a hard time controlling their emotional and
physical response. However, my proposal shows that there is a different sense in
which agents in situations such as these, but also when they have to make a considered
decision, can have a hard time controlling their unintentional discrimination: they are
not conscious of acting under a, for example, sexist or racist description, either because
they do not fully understand what discrimination is, or because they are not conscious
of responding to irrelevant social facts that implies unjust treatment. The latter may
be the result of unconsciously responding to the facts, discriminatory perception (e.g.,
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Siegel, 2020 or misattribution (e.g., March et al., 2018). What is more, as Uhlmann
and Cohen’s (2005) experiment makes clear for example, unintentional discrimination
is often not reflected in one thought, feeling, or decision, but in a pattern of thoughts,
feelings, behaviors, and decisions. The problem is not that participants take a certain
amount of time to press a certain key, sit five feet away from a black person, or do
not choose the women candidate. The problem is that their response differs from what
it would be if the face or person would have been white or male. This is difficult to
recognize in individual expressions. In order to control unintentional discrimination,
then, it would not simply be a matter of becoming conscious of one act or decision,
but of interpreting patterns in your responses. Even if there is room for reflection and
conscious decision making, then, the individual participant may not realize something
is off, that her choice is out of line with her convictions.

Secondly, the proposal accounts for the insight that we are not necessarily uncon-
scious of implicit bias but not properly conscious either. First of all, it provides an
interesting perspective on Gawronski et al.’s (2006) claim that we are conscious of
our implicit attitudes (see also Goedderz et al., 2023; Hahn et al., 2014; Hall & Payne,
2010; Nier, 2005; Olson & Fazio, 2003), but not of the impact they have on what
we do; i.e., we are not conscious of discriminating. We should recognize, however,
that sometimes we are able to become conscious of discriminating, while in other
cases we seem to be unable to recognize our action as such. In the shooter task for
example, participants recognize responding to the wrong facts and are able to correct
themselves (see Payne & Correll, 2020), while in Uhlmann and Cohen’s (2005) study
participants seem to lack this kind of consciousness. We should reflect on how this
difference can be accounted for. But more important in relation to my proposal: even if
agents become conscious of their unintentional discrimination, this would not amount
to explicit discrimination (see, e.g., Levy, 2014). Many philosophers of action main-
tain that, at least most of the time, we have direct, non-observational knowledge of
our intentional actions (e.g., Anscombe, 1963; Davidson, 1963; Marcus, 2012; Setiya,
2017). When I intentionally walk to the supermarket or buy ice cream for example, I
know this is what I am doing without observing my bodily movements, the context, or
reflecting on my psychological states. We do not have this unique kind of knowledge
of our unintentional actions. As a result, we could become conscious of our discrim-
inatory unintentional actions, but this is a different kind of consciousness than we
have of our intentional actions. The latter type of consciousness is observational and
third-personal; it is something wemerely become conscious of (see Finkelstein, 2003,
see also Berger, 2020; Levy, 2014; Rosenthal, 2005). In order to find out that you are
unintentional discriminating, you would have to pay attention to which facts you may
be responding to, reflect on other meanings your decisions and behavior, or recognize
patterns in your behavior.

Thirdly and finally, understanding implicit bias as unintentional discrimination cap-
tures why unintentional discrimination is often not in line with our explicit beliefs,
but is not necessarily out of line with them either (see, e.g., Holroyd, 2016; Nier,
2005; Zheng, 2016). For an explicit and convinced sexist, it would be in line with their
explicit beliefs to select Michael as the new police chief, because according to them
themale candidate is the best candidate. If the discrimination is unintentional, we have
two possibilities. First of all, a person could be convinced that fairness is important.
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They think they should select a candidate because this person has the right skills and
knowledge. If it turns out that they do not choose this way, their unintentional discrim-
ination would be out of line with their explicit beliefs. However, a person could also be
explicitly sexist, but this time decide to select on the basis of the candidates’ creden-
tials. Unbeknownst to them, however, they may display unintentional discrimination
by being influenced by the name Michael. In this case, unintentional discrimination
and explicit beliefs do line up (e.g., Holroyd, 2016; Nier, 2005; Zheng, 2016).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, I proposed to understand implicit bias as unintentional discrimination,
and argued that this approach has several advantages. It paints a clear picture of what
goes wrong when we display implicit bias: that we, given our end, respond to facts
that are irrelevant and imply unfair treatment unintentionally and often unconsciously.
In doing so it offers a broad perspective on implicit bias, and accounts for the different
ways inwhich it candisplay itself and canbe explained.Most notably, itmakes roomfor
explanations beyond implicit psychological states, and considers a kind of unconscious
discrimination that is often overlooked in the field: discrimination that is the result
of ignorance. Furthermore, the view can account for the central characteristics of
implicit bias: (1) that it is, for a variety of reasons, difficult to control, (2) that we
are not necessarily unconscious of implicit bias but not properly conscious either, and
(3) that we can unintentionally discriminate regardless of whether we claim to care
about fairness. A central upshot of the account is that the field of implicit bias should
explicitly discuss the phenomenon they are trying to explain: the nature of persisting
unfair treatment.
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